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SUBMITTING PHOTOS
We love to see the tattoos you do and the tattoos you

wear.  The images must be high resolution (at least 300 dpi)
and sized at least 100mm by 150mm. You can send your

photos on a disc to

Gallery, Total Tattoo, PO Box 10038,
Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK

The disc must be labelled with the artist & studio name.
Or you can email your photos to

gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk
Don’t forget to include the artist & studio name in the email.

Please don’t send photos to any of our other email
addresses. Bear in mind that we receive hundreds of photos
each week and not all them will make it into the magazine. 

Advertising & general enquiries

01787 242100

Subscription enquiries

0800 917 8794
totaltattoo@warnersgroup.co.uk

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around amongst 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 01787 242100 
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

Please note that we are unable to accept adverts for tattoo supplies – machines, needles, inks, etc.  
However, we are happy to accept adverts for auxiliary products such as hygiene equipment 

and studio furniture. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information or advice on this. 
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A long time ago, when I was a much younger

man and my own personal tattoo journey was

at its very beginning, I sat – like so many of us

have – in what was then a fairly typical tattoo

shop; not a private studio surrounded by

original artwork created by a specialist, but a

street shop… tattoos off the wall. Granted,

some of the designs on those walls were by

some great artists and it required no small

level of skill to reproduce them. However the

tattooist’s job was just that – to reproduce

images. And everybody was 100% comfortable

with it being that way.

Across the country today there are

thousands of studios which still provide that

service, and tens of thousands of punters who

want just that: an image reproduced exactly as

is it is on the printed sheet. Flash designs earn

money for a lot of artists. That’s how it’s

always been, and probably always will be.

Surrounding that time-honoured trade of

course, there have been massive changes.

What started as a small group of artists

pushing themselves beyond flash has led to

the floodgates opening for the custom

specialist. Tattooing has progressed far beyond

what the early pioneers could have imagined,

or perhaps even what they would have been

comfortable with. Colour palettes have

expanded beyond anything we could have

imagined even twenty years ago; and with that

comes the need for a new level of knowledge

and theory. Artists are now working on a

larger scale than ever before; and we, the

collectors, are keen to go big quickly. All the

innovations in inks, needles and machines

have no doubt accelerated things as well.

Somewhere along the line, though, there has

been a blurring of what is and isn’t acceptable

in terms of reproduction. Whereas flash is

made to be reproduced, custom tattoo

designs are not.

In the fine art world they call it forgery. The

stakes are high and the rewards are

massive… if the con pays off (which it often

doesn’t).  In 2011 German art forger

Wolfgang Beltracchi was sentenced to six

years in jail for his troubles. The real problem,

of course, was not the pictures he had

painted per se, but the fact that he sold them

for millions of dollars as undiscovered works

by some heavy-weight masters. Naughty

Wolfgang. No doubt an extremely talented

artist though.

Some cultures consider imitation to be the

highest form of flattery while others find it an

insult. Does this perception depend on the

context and the spirit in which it’s done? It’s

not purely about financial gain. What about the

situation where one artist tries to pass off

another artist’s work as theirs? That takes

things into the realms of copyright, which is a

minefield.

Not so long ago I met a tattoo collector who

had some fantastic work on her. She was

telling me how the artist who had done her

tattoos was withdrawing completely from

displaying his work on the Internet because

another artist had reproduced a backpiece of

his on one of their clients. As it happens the

reproduction was done to a high standard but

it was still a copy and both the original artist

and the original client – who thought they

were getting a unique piece of art – were very

upset about it.

Perhaps this is where the old and the new

clash. In studios across the land people come

in armed with pictures of tattoos from

magazines or the Internet and say “I want that

one.” At that point it’s up to the artist to make

the decision. They may have the skills to

reproduce the image… but should they? I’ve

seen many fantastic tattoos at conventions

faithfully reproduced from well-known

illustrations or paintings and never thought

twice about it, but it would clearly feel

different if it’s copied from another tattooist’s

finished work. So where do we draw the line,

quite literally?

Until next month 

James

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

George Henry Lewes 

“Originality is

independence, 

not rebellion; 

it is sincerity,

not antagonism

”
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BOOK REVIEW
deVita Unauthorised 

Publisher: Hardy Marks Publications

Price: £19

Available from:

www.hardymarks.com

It is pretty rare that we get a book through

our letterbox that is half a metre long, but

even rarer is one that can also boast Michael

Malone, Don Ed Hardy and Scott Harrison

amongst its authors. Nick Bubash, alongside

five other artists (Teddy Varndell and John

Wyatt completing the line up) have lovingly

collated this extensive portfolio of work by

the legendary Thom deVita. The images in the

book consist of new work by deVita as well as

reworks of older pieces.

The written contributions are heartfelt

and tell of the artists’ personal

relationships with deVita as a mentor and

a friend. Nick Bubash recalls how he was

inspired after first visiting deVita’s

studio/home as a teenager and being

captivated by the creativity which was

taking place there.

Whilst the little text within the pages

draws you in, it does leave you with the

sense that you have only really scratched

the surface of this fascinating and fiercely

original man. But the purpose of this

volume was not to be a complete

retrospective; it was to shine a light on

just the tiniest fraction of this hugely

prolific artist’s work. Thom deVita’s art

carries none of the baggage that tattooing

sometimes has, it plays to no gallery and

craves no ovation. It is, quite simply, what

he is compelled to do.

Thom deVita is undoubtedly an influential

artist but it is not the scale of his influence

that is so overwhelming, but more the

impact that he’s had on a circle of

incredible artists who have played their

part in changing the face of tattooing. If

you would like to know more about this

fascinating artist then why not watch the

Vice TV documentary about him. It’s well

worth it. See Linkys for Part 1.

Oscar Speed

HUCK SPAULDING
5th December 1928 – 1st February 2013

In February the tattoo world lost one of

its true pioneers when Huck Spaulding

passed away, leaving behind him a tattoo

legacy like no other. Huck played a huge

part in many of the developments that are

commonplace in tattooing today. Along

with Paul Rogers he set up the first

worldwide tattoo supply company. He was

not afraid to ruffle a few feathers and was

never anything but his own man. The tattoo

world would be a very different place if

Huck hadn’t passed through it. He has left

behind an indelible imprint on tattooing

and a family who loved him very much.

Our thoughts are with them at this difficult

time. RIP Huck Spaulding.
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Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News Flash, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL.
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THE GREAT LIVERPOOL TATTOO CONVENTION

TICKET GIVEAWAY

We love the Liverpool Tattoo Convention… There I said it! We just do. What more can
you ask for in a convention: great artists, enthusiastic punters, and a fantastic venue all
packaged up in one of the most vibrant and exciting cities in the land.

This year’s event is on the Bank Holiday
weekend of the 4th and 5th of May and
promises to be bigger and better than
ever. All your favourites will be back again
for 2013 including the tattoo duels and
the gunge. I’ve no doubt the organisers
will have some new tricks up their sleeves
too. I have some good news for you and
some bad news: the good news is we have
three pairs of weekend passes to give
away. The bad news is that only one of
them includes one night’s accommodation

at the fabulous Adelphi Hotel where the

convention is held. That’s right, one lucky

winner gets a room with breakfast for the

Saturday night. To be in with a chance of

winning this amazing prize, just tell us why

you should be one of our winners. Email

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk putting ‘Why

me?’ as the subject. Entries must be in by

Friday April 5th 2013. One entry per

person, please. The first two names picked

at random after the closing date will win

the tickets.

BOOK REVIEW

Title: Good Luck

Publisher: The Amsterdam Tattoo Museum

Price: €15.00

This highly desirable little book is the second in a series from the
Amsterdam Tattoo Museum, dealing with popular themes in western
tattooing history. ‘Luck’ has always come pretty high up that list. The
images within this book hark back to what was perhaps a simpler time
but are still being replicated in studios across the land today: clover
leaves, horse shoes and dice never seem to look out of date or grow
old.
This book is really one for the lovers of the old school and provides a
fascinating peek into the way it was. It features work by Les Skuse,
Tattoo Peter, Milton Zeis and many other legends of the old guard, all
hand picked from his own collection by the proprietor of the The
Amsterdam Tattoo Museum, Henk Schiffmacher. A little gem of a
publication.                                                                             James
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide
range of tattoo snippets for you to enjoy. If you know of a good
Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Fibonacci's Fractals

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bE2EiI-UfsE

Tribute to Zdzisław Beksiński 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7yYaAcfhWM

Tattoo Age: Thom deVita 

http://www.vice.com/tattoo-age/thom-devita-part-1

Tattoo Timelapse - Moni Marino 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzOsduJLEVQ

Kalinga of the Philippines 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TyxqB70CNc

SHOP TALK
Opened a new studio? Got a guest artist? Do you have

a job vacancy? This is the place to spread the word! 

E-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting ‘Shop Talk’

as the subject. Please note we do not print ‘Jobs

wanted’ adverts. Items may be edited for clarity and

length.

Ying Yang Body Art is a new studio just opened by Marty B

and Dave Wilcox. It is located at 184 – 186 Oakleigh Road North,

Whetstone, London, N20 0UA. The doors are open seven days a

week. For more info call 0208 617 8707.

Tattooist Mr Greg has recently left Rock ‘n’ Roll Tattoo and Piercing

in Edinburgh to open his own tattoo shop. The new shop, called Mr

Greg Tattoo, is at 53 Easter Road, Edinburgh, EH7 5PL. They are

on the web at www.facebook.com/MrGregTattoo You can call them

on 0131 629 1183 or email at mrgregtattoo@gmail.com

Body piercer wanted: Broken Arrow Piercing is looking for a

friendly part-time body piercer for their busy city centre studio in

Portsmouth. No attitude/drink/drug problems. Experience and

references are essential. If you think you might be the person for the

job, please email a CV to printituk@hotmail.co.uk or give them a

ring for more details on 023 9287 4300.

Tattooists & guest artists needed: Twit Twoo Tattoo in

Edinburgh is looking for experienced professional tattoo artists with

a minimum of two years’ studio experience. There is one full-time

vacancy plus space for guest artists throughout the year. An up-to-

date portfolio and the capability to do all styles of tattoos are

essential. If you are honest, reliable, have a good attitude and no

drug or alcohol problems please send your CV and portfolio to

twittwootatoo@gmail.com

Tattoo artist required: Established custom studio based in the

North West looking for a reliable, professional, full-time artist with

an up-to-date portfolio and strong work ethic to join its friendly

team. If you are interested, or know of anyone that may be, please

email tattooartistenquiries@hotmail.co.uk for more information.

Tattooist required: Inkers Tattoo is looking for a full time

tattooist to join our shop in Chertsey. This is a great opportunity for

someone looking to work in an artistic environment. The candidate

will need to have a good work ethic, a portfolio of tattoos and

artwork and a minimum of four years’ experience. If you are

interested please contact Jules or Sarah for more details at

richards616@btinternet.com or call 07720 525635.

Tattooist wanted: Broad Street Studio in Bath is looking for a

full time artist. Must have previous experience and a solid portfolio.

This is not an apprentice position! We are a well-established and

busy studio with a very good reputation. If you are interested in

applying, please email a portfolio of your work to

info@broadstreetstudio.co.uk
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PRIZES FROM WONDERLAND
UP FOR GRABS
House of Wonderland specialises in rockabilly and
kawaii jewellery and accessories. They recently
invited tattooist Edward Staples from Den of
Iniquity Tattoo Parlour to come on board and help
design their latest collection. His old school style
fits in perfectly with what they were after, and gives
that 100% authentic look. Using Ed’s original tattoo
flash, they have created a rather cool range of
acrylic jewellery, and there are more designs in the
pipeline.
The goodies are available from their website at
www.house-of-wonderland.com but for those of
you who like the idea of something for nothing, we
have a pair of very groovy earrings and a necklace
of your choice to give away to two lucky readers.
You’ve got to be in it to win it so email, with your
name and address, to comp@totaltattoo.co.uk
putting Wonderland as your subject. Entries must
be in by Friday April 5th 2013. One entry per
person, please. The first two names picked at
random after the closing date will win the
jewellery.

REVIEW
The Inktitioner

By Louis Lafont and El Indio

Publisher: Skin Graff Comix

Price: £4.50

Available from: www.skingraff.com

Launched at this year’s Brighton Tattoo Convention

in February, ‘The Inktitioner’ is new comic book

which takes a no-holds-barred look at a character

called Cowboy Joe and his bizarre misadventures as

he deals with the next generation of tattooists,

scratchers and walk-ins in his studio. The comic is

well drawn and has immense energy within its

pages. Plus it is clearly written by someone with

first-hand knowledge of the tattoo trade. It will

strike many a chord with tattooists, that’s for sure!

Comics aren’t everyone’s cup of tea of course, but

if you like that sort of thing, you’ll love this sort of

thing.                                                        James

BOOK REVIEW
Tales from the Old School of Tattooing

Author: Sean Hobden

Available from: www.seanhobden.com

Tattooist Sean Hobden was the youngest member of ‘The Old Timers
Tattoo Club’ when it was formed in 1989. With a limit of only 50
members at any one time, this was a privileged position. This book is a
collection of short stories and humorous anecdotes about many of
those original members, the old school practitioners who plied their
trade in the spit and sawdust days of yesteryear.

Split into 14 chapters over 120 pages, this softback, A5 publication
gives an insight into the lives of many characters of the tattoo world
now lost to us including Ron Ackers, Painless Jeff, Barry Louvaine, Les
and Danny Skuse, and Jock of Kings Cross amongst many others.
These are the characters that helped make tattooing great.

It’s a shame that there are no photos in the book, but there are
plenty to be found on Sean’s website at www.seanhobden.com if you

want to put faces to names. I found
this book to be compulsive
reading and incredibly hard to
put down. Many of the stories
are hilarious, full of dry wit and
humour, blended with
warmth and affection. I
loved this little volume and
would recommend it to
anyone who is already
interested in recent
tattoo history, or who
wants to learn why
the tattoo world is
so special and
needs to be
treasured.

Perry
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UK CONVENTIONS

March 24 

Peterlee Tattoo Arts
Festival
Peterlee Leisure Centre, Peterlee, County
Durham, SR8 1AF
www.facebook/eddiehardiman
eddiestattoostudio@yahoo.co.uk
Info: Trudy at Eddie’s Tattoo Studio, 0191 587
1787

March 30 – 31 

The Scottish Tattoo
Convention
Corn Exchange, Edinburgh, EH14 1RJ
www.scottishtattooconvention.com

April 7 

Ink & Iron Tattoo
Convention
The Tower, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, B16 9EE
www.inkandiron.co.uk
info@inkandiron.co.uk

April 13 – 14

North Lakes Tattoo Show
Shepherds Inn, Carlisle, Cumbria
info@northlakestattooshow.com
Tel: 01228 545156

April 13 – 14 

Tattoo Extravaganza
The Pyramids Centre, The Seafront,
Southsea, Hampshire
www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

May 3 – 5 

Liverpool Tattoo
Convention
Adelphi Hotel, Livepool
www.tattooconvention.co.uk

May 11 - 12

Plymouth Tattoo
Convention
Plymouth Guildhall
www.plymouthtattooconvention.com
Tel: 01752 253418

June 1 – 2

Northampton International
Tattoo Convention
The Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,
Northampton
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconve
ntion.com
Info: Nigel or Sue 01604 949958
sunsandrosestattoo@hotmail.com

June 9

Reading Tattoo Show

Rivermead Leisure Centre, Reading,
Berkshire
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

July 13 – 14 
Custom Carnage
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
www.customcarnageuk.com

July 20th – 21st 
Milton Keynes Tattoo Expo
Kentshill Park Conference Centre MK7 6BZ
info@mktattooconvention.com
www.mktattooconvention.com

July 20 – 21 
Cardiff Tattoo & Toy
Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel &
Spa, 24 – 26 Newport Rd, Cardiff, CF24
0DD
Website to follow

July 27 – 28
International Portsmouth
Tattoo Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth,
Hampshire
www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 2 – 4
Maiden City Tattoo
Convention
Millennium Forum Conference Centre
New Market Street, Derry City, Northern
Ireland
maidencityink@aol.com
Tel: Zac, 02871 363076

August 17 – 18
Norwich Body Arts Festival
Open, 20 Bank Plain, Norwich,, NR2 4SF 
Website: www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

September 27 – 29
London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock, Porters Walk, London, E1W
2SF
www.thelondontattooconvention.com

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS

February 8 – 10
Milan Tattoo Convention
Ata Quark Hotel, Via Lampedusa, Milan, Italy
www.milanotattooconvention.it

February 14 – 17
Skin Deep Body Art Expo
The DeltaPlex Arena, Grand Rapids, MI, USA
www.skindeepbodyartexpo.com

March 15 – 17
Lake Havasu Tattoo Show
Nautical Resort, Lake Havasu City, Arizona,
USA
www.havasutattooshow.com

March 22 – 24 
Mondial du Tatouage
Le 104, 5 Rue Curial, 75019 Paris, France
www.mondialdutatouage.com

April 17 – 21 
Annual NTA Convention
Rapid City, South Dakota, USA
www.nationaltattooassociation.com

April 26 – 28 
Nepal Tattoo Convention
Hotel Yak and Yeti, Durbar Marg,
Kathmandu, Nepal
www.nepaltattooconvention.com

May 10-11-12
Strasbourg Tattoo World 
Strasbourg, France
www.tattoo-convention-strasbourg
Contact leanka@hotmail.fr

June 4 – 5
Worldwide Tattoo
Conference
Boston, MA, USA
www.worldwidetattooconference.com
info@worldwidetattooconference.com

June 8 – 9
Inkfest
Krakow, Poland
www.tattoofest.pl
www.facebook.com/tattoofest

June 21 – 23 
Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania.
www.tattooexpo.ro

August 30 – September 1
Lake Tahoe Tattoo
Convention
Montbleu Casino, Resort Convention
Centre, 55 U.S. 50, Stateline, NV 89449, USA
www.laketahoetattooconvention.com
www.tahoetattoo.com

September 27-29
Surf n Ink Tattoo Festival
RNA Showground’s
Royal International Convention Centre
600 Gregory Terrace 
Bowen Hills, Brisbane QLD
Australia
www.tattoosurfnink.com

Tattoo convention listings on this page are
free. Send your details to Convention
Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box
10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK 
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk 
All details correct at time of going to
press. E&OE.
To find out about our special offers for
display adverts, email
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CANCELLED
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I first became aware of Claudia soon after she came to England from
her native Italy and started working with Ian Flower at New Skool
Tattoo in Surrey, back in 2006.  Ian told me that this young woman was
doing amazing illustrations and one day she would be an exceptional
tattooist. I’ve heard stories before about the ‘next big thing’, but Mr
Flower is a man who seems to have that rare ability to predict the future
and spot great raw talent, so I knew Claudia was one to watch. 
Over the years I have had the pleasure of watching Claudia’s work
develop and grow to fulfil that early promise. She has the ability to
create classic images in her own unique style, bold yet subtle, complex
yet deceptively simple, making her work stand out as truly world class. 

Did you come to England to learn tattooing?
I was already tattooing a little bit in Italy. I had an apprenticeship but things didn’t really work
out so I dropped out and found a job in another studio. This was a real shock because I went
from doing maybe two or three tattoos a week to doing two or three in a day. In Italy we don’t
have street shops as such, but the guy I went to work for was very well established and had
plenty of work so he could give me a lot of small pieces to do. After I’d worked there a while I
came to England.

Where did you work when you first arrived here?
I started working with Ian Flower at New Skool straight away. At that time, Ian was also at
Frith Street Tattoo and they needed a new girl as Nikole Lowe was moving on. Ian showed
them my portfolio, and they liked it, so I started working there too. I stayed for about four
years until I came to Jolie Rouge.

Interview by Perry • Photos by Claudia de Sabe
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Was it strange to be the only female in an
otherwise all-male environment?
No, not at all. At the time Frith Street was not as
busy as it is now. Everyone who worked there was
about the same age, and there was a lot of mutual
respect. Everybody was very professional. It was
great to have so many fantastic artists coming to
guest at the shop. I had just started tattooing but I
would find myself working next to Wido De
Marval or Alex Reinke... all these people doing
such amazing work! Not long after I started, Xam
joined the shop too and we really hit it off. He is
like a brother to me.

Working at such a high level early on in your
career, how did you deal with the pressure of
the expectations?
I did freak out a lot of times! It wasn’t easy. But
you know, all of my family are very hard workers
and I was brought up to work, so I just get on with
it. I always try to do the very best that I can. There
comes a point where you are almost euphoric: you
have your dream job, you’re working seven days a
week doing what you love, with people that you
love. Tattooing is such an amazing thing you just
want to keep doing it.
Then your body starts telling you to slow down.
You try to ignore it and then you start not feeling
well. So now I have learnt to find a balance. I just
need to find a way of getting thirty two hours into
each day!
I make time for myself to do yoga, which helps
both physically and mentally. If I could just tattoo
and finish that would be amazing, but there is so
much other stuff with Facebook, emails,
conventions, booking hotels and flights, finding
time to paint, drawing for tomorrow’s
appointments...
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Would you say social media is a good thing
for tattooists?
Part of the reason I became so well known so
quickly was because I was part of the
‘Myspace’ generation. All of a sudden I could
talk to people on the other side of the planet.
Communication opened up and customers
could see my work, get in touch and make
appointments. That change really played in my
favour and I was quick to get on it.
Now that social media is so big, I have to be
careful that people are not just stealing my
work and passing it off as their own. Just
because a tattooist posts a photo of their latest
tattoo does not mean it is there for everyone
else to copy.
The Internet has made it so easy for my
generation. Twenty five years ago artists would
have to travel to meet other artists, to learn and
share ideas. There is a long history to tattooing
that needs to be respected by the new
generations. Sometimes the older tattooists
may seem gruff, but they have had to work a
lot harder for their art and yet they still have
such love for tattooing. Nowadays everything
is so disposable and quick. Perhaps it’s sad
that we don’t get to savour the delights of the
magic moments, or the excitement of a letter
arriving from America from a great tattooist
friend sending some little piece of
knowledge... 
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Last year you were involved in ‘Kokoro’, an
exhibition at Somerset House in London in
conjunction with Horiyoshi III. Can you tell
me how that came about?
One of my customers works at Somerset
House and we talked about doing a tattoo art
exhibition but nothing really came of it. Then
Alex Reinke and Matti Sedholm published
their second book, called Kokoro (‘Spirit’ in
Japanese) and featuring Horiyoshi III. I just
loved the way the photos in it caught the
passion, dedication and essence of Japan. I
went back to my customer and asked if he
would be interested in putting them into an
exhibition and it all snowballed from there. It
was originally going to be photos and scrolls
from Horiyoshi, but Horiyoshi kept producing
so much fantastic stuff that in the end it
changed and became more an exhibition of his
scrolls and calligraphy. Every few days
another package would arrive. Alex and I
would be really excited as we had no idea what
was inside.
My role was co-ordinating and curating the
exhibition, producing the flyers and designing
the catalogue. I had never done anything like it
before. It was a huge amount of work but it
was really amazing. Thousands and thousands
of people came to the show.
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Would you like to develop more connections
with the art world in the future?
Yes, absolutely. I had my first solo show in
February at the Lion Heart Tattoo Gallery in
Germany. I want to do more painting because 
I love it so much. I can work at my own pace
and have more freedom. I don’t have to
compromise, unlike when I tattoo. 

Do you see a direct correlation between
your paintings and your tattoo work?
In the past I’ve always concentrated on either
traditional or Japanese tattoos but now I just
think ‘Fuck it’ and put them all together in the
same bag and see what comes out. It’s what
Don Ed Hardy did all those years ago and this
is just my version of it. It’s new school
elements in traditional Japanese compositions
taking influence from classic Ukiyo-e prints.
I’m playing with it and seeing how things turn
out.
I use Instagram to get instant feedback on what
you are doing. If I post a picture,  people get in
touch straight away and say ‘I really like this
painting. Can I get it tattooed?’ and I love that
immediate response. I’ll just have to wait and
see if I get to tattoo more of that stuff.

How much influence do your customers have
over your work?
It depends a lot on how open-minded the customer
is. If they come in and say ‘I want this design, in
these colours, at this size, on this part of my body’,
then I’m not really interested. (Unless it’s one of
my old customers, of course. I have some people
that I have been tattooing for five or six years and I
would never turn them down. They have supported
me for so long, but most of them always want my
input anyway). If it’s a new customer who isn’t
open to suggestions, I would suggest they went
elsewhere. I know it sounds bad, but there are so
many other people who want what I offer. A tattoo
is a collaboration between two people and we both
have to enjoy it. A tattoo should be a good
memory.
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Do you think women are respected in tattooing?
I think things have changed a lot. Being in London, I don’t think it
is ever an issue for me. I was talking with my friend who does
traditional tattooing in Japan, where you might expect there to be
an issue. We decided it’s really down to how you present yourself.
I have a lot of respect for other artists and I think you get that
respect back. Being a women has not held me back at all. I have
heard some people say certain things in the past but… hey, I’m
Italian, I just explode and you’ll know straight away that you can’t
tell me my place is in the kitchen!

Do you see any difference between tattooing in Italy and in
England?
I don’t think I could tattoo in Italy anymore. In England there is a
much longer tradition of tattooing, and people have more respect
for it as a profession. People come to me to be tattooed and they
see me as a professional. In Italy it’s not like that. Customers
demand so much of your time and your attention, they need to be
reassured so much more and it takes a long time to get their trust.
It’s almost as if you need to give them your kidney along with a
tattoo! Once you have tattooed them, they love it and they stay
loyal to you for the rest of their lives. But it’s hard to get to that
point; there is too much emotional involvement for me. Now I am
used to London life - I get up, I tattoo and I go home.

Claudia can now be contacted at:
Jolie Rouge Tattoo 
364 Caledonian Road 
London N1 1DU
Tel: 0207 6095111.
&
Black Garden
183 Drury Lane
London WC2B 5QF
Tel: 0207 4300144

www.facebook.com/claudiadesabe
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1. prizes

2. by primal mind productions (italy)

3. by flo, vicious circle (germany) 

4 & 5. by matzon, 

zombie tattoo (finland)

6. by marco galdo, 

trafficanti d’arte (italy) 

7. by crez, adrenalink (italy)

milan
tattoo convention

Report & photos by Travellin’ Mick

The queue of eager punters begins to form

early outside the hotel and won’t ease up for

more or less the whole weekend. The team at

the entrance is hyper-efficient though and,

within minutes of the doors opening, a

tsunami of visitors is flooding the six

exhibition halls. Less than an hour later and

we’ve reached gridlock! The flow of visitors

has come to a standstill between the artists’

booths. This happens every year at Milan and

it’s part of the unique experience of this

event. Miki Vialetto has once again gathered

together a prime selection of the global tattoo

elite and up-and-coming talent, created gallery

space for several visual artists (including

British legend Alex Binnie) and laid on a feast

of stage entertainment. This show is

professionalism personified, put on by the

experienced team that is also behind the

famous London Tattoo Convention. 

A great feature of the Milan convention is the

fact that it is held in a four-star hotel, which

means that almost all tattooers and exhibitors

live and work under one roof for four or five

days. Also, it’s traditionally the first major

tattoo event of the year, so it sets the scene

for the coming months. Inside the hotel’s café

one can always spot convention organisers,

suppliers, shop owners, publishers and artists,

planning new events, sponsorship deals,

publications or studio openings. Everywhere

there are freshly printed posters for the year’s

top conventions. And every evening, long past

midnight, the artists crowd into the nearby

pizza restaurants Mala Strana and Timeout,

and one can easily find oneself sharing an

antipasti plate with tattoo legends like

Henning Jørgensen, José Lopez or Alex Binnie.

In the convention itself, established artists

showcase new work and newcomers make

their debuts. Milan is frequently the launch pad

for new talents on their way to a successful

career; a win in the prestigious contests can

mean the start of many years at the top of the

game. For example, Matteo Pasqualin, a

diminuitive and ever-smiling Italian whirlwind,

was hardly known outside his own country

until the 2012 Milan show, but is now

considered one of the big names in European

realism. This year it’s the turn of Italian

surrealist Pietro Sedda to wow the judges

with his ultra-clean work, clearly influenced by

René Magritte, winning one of the trophies

that are always donated by jewellery designer

El Rana from Arezzo. Two more guys, Erik

Adamik and Paul Munteanu from Austrian

studio Nadelwerk, are enjoying their debut

onto the scene, with Erik even winning the

Best of Show category. 

It’s great fun to browse around the halls,

preferably outside the busiest times in the

T
he Milan convention is one of the most important tattoo
events in Europe and the perfect start to the year’s
convention schedule. Each February a huge roster of

international stars gathers at the ATA Hotel Quark on the
outskirts of Milan and is joined by a huge crowd of visitors. Now in
its 18th year, Miki Vialetto’s Italian convention never disappoints!

1.

2.
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3. 4. 5.

6.
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8. by jondix, holy trauma (spain)

9. by george mavridis, tattooligans (greece)

10. by pavel angel, angel tattoo (russia)

11. by matteo pasqualin, the inkers (italy)

12. by pavel angel, angel tattoo (russia)

13. by nick chaboya, seventh son t  attoo (usa)

14. by pietro sedda, the saint mariner (italy)

15. by ivano natale, goodfellas tattoo (usa)

8. 9.

10.

11. 12.
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afternoon and early evening. There is just so

much to see: realism specialists like Robert

Hernandez, Carlos Rojas, Nikko Hurtado, Alex

de Pase and Carlos Torres are sitting side by

side with charismatic dotwork guru Jondix

from Barcelona, comic freaks like Dimitri HK,

TiRaf and Jee Sayalero, and new schoolers

such as Dave Fox, Daveee, Edek and Kevin

LeBlanc, while Henning, Horimitsu, Richard

Pinch or Pino Cafaro pay tribute to Japanese

art. Andy Engel and his congenial partner Flo

(Vicious Circle) hardly ever stop working all

weekend, with Andy taking a rare break on

Sunday to get some dark ink done by Robert

Hernandez. Nowhere near as sinister is the

area where the black and grey artists of the

Chicano variety are sitting. The Mexicans and

Californians from Lowrider, Vatican, Black

Anchor Collective, Indio Reyes and Goodfellas

always have a laugh and a joke and they are

more than happy to soak up inspiration for

their often religiously influenced art by visiting

the local Italian museums, churches and

cemetaries. 

The crowds at the Milan show love to hang

out around the convention in groups, a bit like

in an Italian market square on a warm evening.

The idea is to see and to be seen. This is all

very well but it does tend to block the busy

aisles. But la dolce vita is the name of the game

and you either get used to the more or less

permanent gridlock or simply retire to your

room upstairs for a few hours during the

busiest times. Well, either that or simply take a

seat in a tattoo booth and get some new

artwork!

And that was easier than you might think at

this convention: a surprisingly large proportion

of the top artists were not completely booked

up prior to coming, and some even had last-

minute cancellations, so it was possible to get

a spontaneous tattoo from artists with whom

you sometimes have to wait years for an

appointment!

Another phenomenon that might be unique to

Italy is the habit that some clients have of

haggling over prices before – and sometimes

even after – the tattoo session. This isn’t

meant to be disrespectful or offensive, but is

simply a cultural trait of a society where

bartering and haggling are centuries-old

traditions. Still, it raises eyebrows and

sometimes the blood pressure, mainly of

overseas artists. It is almost amusing to watch

the face of an American tattooist who has just

put the finishing touches to a great tattoo, and

who is then offered by the client... not the tip

he might expect, but a frank suggestion to give

a substantial discount on the piece! I guess it’s

all part of the experience of being a globe-

travelling tattooist. Without these cultural

differences life, and the tattoo scene, could be

very boring indeed. 

13.

14.

15.
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16. by mr mojo, mojo tattoo (italy)

17. by paulo munteanu (austria)

18. by miguel angel bohigues, v-tattoo (spain) 

19. andy engel under robert hernandez’s needle

20. by horiken, state of grace tattoo (usa)

21. by kostas baronis, proki tattoo (greece) 

22. by anabi, anabi tattoo (poland)

23. by matteo pasqualin, the inkers(italy)

24. henning jørgensen and chad koeplinger 

25. by erik adamik, locomotive tattoo (hungary) 

16. 17.

18.

19.
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On our cover this month is model Cherry Dollface. Her look

may be vintage-inspired but Cherry is a thoroughly 21st

century woman, with a huge following on social media sites 

and a successful video channel teaching hair and make-up

techniques. 

Can you tell us a bit about yourself?

I love cupcakes, Tom Selleck, vintage dresses and hot showers.

How did you get into modelling?

I was at a car show in 2004 and a photographer

snapped a picture of me sitting in my truck. It

ended up on the cover of a hot rod

magazine and after that I just had

companies start to approach me to model

their things. It wasn’t something I really

started out looking for but, as more work

came in, I really enjoyed it.

Social media has been very

successful for you. You have lots

of fans on your YouTube channel

‘The Cherry Dollface’ and your

other online outlets. How did you

get started with this?

A director friend of mine had worked

closely with YouTube and he thought it

could be an interesting platform for me so

he encouraged me to start. After my first

few videos it just kind of blew up. It still

amazes me every day when I see my views

and viewers increasing. It’s so awesome.

Do you have any advice for girls

trying to get into the pin-up or

tattoo modelling world?

I actually have a video on my channel with

really in-depth advice on how to be a pin-

up model. It seems to be a popular! And I

really enjoy making the videos such as the

hair and 

Interview & photos: Jenna Kraczek

www.jennakraczekphotography.com

Make-up & hair: Cherry Dollface

Wardrobe: Cheri Wilson Chagollan 

& Raven Wilson at Wonderland Corsets
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make-up tutorials. I love being able to give

regular, everyday women the tools to look and

feel beautiful on their own without wasting a

bunch of money on fancy things that they

don’t need.

How would you describe your

tattoos and your style in general?

My tattoos are me. There really is no specific

style. I just get what I like. My style in generally

is very heavily influenced by the 1940s and 50s

– I love the simplicity and the class of vintage

styles – but I’m also into current fashion so I

am always evolving and changing. I love taking

time to make myself look pretty and I take

pride in how I look and feel. I think that

vintage style really accentuates the femininity

of a woman and it doesn’t exclude anyone

based on body type or other superficial things

that the fashion of today focuses on. No one

looks bad with red lips, a pencil skirt, and sky

high peep toes. It’s impossible not to feel sexy

all done up that way.

Where does your interest in tattoos

come from, do you think?

Not sure. Back when I started getting

tattooed, I lived in Portland and there were no

heavily tattooed females in the city at that

time. I think I just started doing it to set

myself apart from everyone else.

When did you get your first tattoo

and how do you feel about it now?

I got my first tattoo 11 years ago and it was

the cherries on my chest. My nickname

growing up was Cherry so it was just kind of a

homage to that. Years later, when rockabilly

kind of blew up, cherries became super

mainstream, which is a bummer, but they still

hold personal significance to me.

What do your parents think about

the extent of your tattoos?

My dad is indifferent. He has a few tattoos. My

mom hated it at first but as society changed

and shows like LA Ink became popular, she

started to embrace it. Now that she has seen

that I’m a socially functional and successful

woman, she loves my individuality. A good

parent should always be concerned when

their children go to extremes. There are

definitely levels of being tattooed that hinder

career and social goals for people. A lot of

young people don’t plan for the future.

Do you have a favourite amongst

your tattoo collection?

I am working on my

backpiece and it is

going to be

amazing. That is definitely my favourite

because it is the largest, most cohesive

piece that I have.

What tattoos do you have

planned for the future?

I want to finish my back and then I’ll be

done (at least for a while). My back has

been so painful that I want to take a long

break when it’s completed.

Do you have any hidden talents?

I can pick my nose with my tongue. And I

can blow epically huge bubbles with

bubble gum.
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THE JAPAN DIARY
On tour with the Cherry Blossom crew
In autumn 2012 Lee Symonds and his crew from Cherry Blossom Tattoo in
Essex headed off on an adventure to the source of their obsession... Japan.
The Japanese tattoo world is often inaccessible and hard to navigate so, like
many tattoo artists and enthusiasts before them, they put their fate in the
hands of Crystal Morey of Gomineko Books. Since 2009 Crystal has been
making sure that visitors and pilgrims get an experience that will stay with
them for a lifetime with a 10-day intense burst of Japan, its tattoo culture
and the roots of its inspiration. Without this expert guide into what is still a
secretive world, you could just end up bouncing around on the surface of
things without ever really getting to the heart of the matter.

One of the Cherry Blossom crew, Lee Curry, kept a diary of their
experiences in Japan and, quite frankly, it really does sounds like the trip of
a lifetime!

6th October
A good omen and a cracking start. Due to our flight being oversold we were offered another
flight, leaving an hour earlier, direct to Tokyo with no stop in Beijing and we were compensated
£520 each for the so-called inconvenience!

7th October
As the tour doesn’t actually begin until tomorrow, we’re left to our own devices today. 

Words: Lee Curry • Pictures: The Cherry Blossom Crew
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8th October
Our first full day in Tokyo. Went to Ueno
market, a fantastic place with a vibrant mixture
of old and new. A maze of streets and
alleyways selling everything you could
imagine, from Converse trainers to fresh
octopus! We stumbled across a small temple
and shrine amongst the traders where we
stopped and purchased a good luck token,
which was tied to a shrine for the monks to
bestow good fortune.

In the afternoon we attended the King of
Tattoo convention which, although small in
comparison to some other conventions, had
plenty going on. It was great to see artists such
as Sabado and Shige working on their home
turf. We were treated very warmly and a
couple of us were even invited to enter the
competition in the ‘Japanese style’ category.

In the evening we met with the rest of the
group, which included Italians, Americans,
Australians and a South African. Crystal, the
organiser of the tour, took us to a fantastic
restaurant in Shinjuku for introductions over a
traditional meal, which included raw
horsemeat and heart! (Surprisingly tasty.)
Afterwards we moved on to a karaoke bar
which was such a laugh. We all drank far too
much and made fools of ourselves... All in all a
good ice-breaker and everyone in the tour
party jelled really well.

9th October
We visited four temples and shrines today:
The Great Buddha at Kamakura
Hasadera Temple
Zeniarai Benzaiten
Sasuke Inari Jinja Shrine
Very calming, peaceful and extremely
humbling.

This evening we were joined by some other
artists including Boog and we ate in a
restaurant downstairs at the Washington Hotel,
where you had to catch your own fish with a
small rod using shrimp and tuna for bait!

Luckily for us we were pretty successful as a
group and ate well. Our collective catches
were prepared in a manner of ways, including
grilled, fried and as sashimi. The sashimi was
good even though the remains of the fish that
had been part of the presentation were still
moving... now that’s what you call fresh!

To round off the day Crystal took us to the
observation level at the top of The
Metropolitan Tower. From there, forty-
something floors up, you can see all of Tokyo
in all four directions. An amazing view... and
the fastest elevator I’ve ever ridden in!

10th October
Today Crystal took half of our party to
Yokohama to be tattooed by Horiyoshi III and
visit the tattoo museum. Meanwhile the rest of
us were left in the capable hands of Tamaki
Sakura, a name you may recognise from the
book Wanzakure by Horiyoshi III. She was a
great guide for the day and took us to the
market at Asakusa where we picked up yet
more Japanese gifts and items for the studio.
Whilst there we also visited the Senso-Ji
temple where we got our fortunes told by
shaking a numbered stick from a container.

Early night and an early start tomorrow, as it’s
our turn to be tattooed by the master himself,
Horiyoshi III, in Yokohama.
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11th October
This is the one we’ve all been waiting for! The trip out to Yokohama to get tattooed by 
Horiyoshi III.

Upon arriving at Horiyoshi’s studio, I don’t mind admitting to being a little awestruck! It was now
sinking in that we were going to be tattooed by the master. We had already decided between
ourselves on the running order, with me settling for third sitting.

After sitting down with Horiyoshi and discussing our designs and their placement, he completely
threw our order out of the window and suddenly I found myself unexpectedly in pole position!
Within moments I was kneeling in front of one of my idols, whilst he drew the design on to my
neck. (This placement is a rarity as it is very unusual for Japanese to have neck tattoos.) The tattoo
itself, although quite uncomfortable and pretty painful, seemed to take no time at all. I proudly
displayed my namakubi with Horiyoshi’s signature tattooed alongside it.

Next it was Steve’s turn. He had Horiyoshi’s family crest and his signature tattooed on his ribs.
Again, not a very nice area to have work on but Steve sat solid as a rock, proudly wearing the
Cherry Blossom fundoshi! In the blink of an eye, Horiyoshi had broken down his equipment,
cleaned up, and was set up ready to tattoo Glenn. His request was for a horseshoe of cherry
blossoms on his thigh, which was to frame a portrait of his daughter in the future. Horiyoshi went
straight to work, without so much as a pen sketch to work from. Completely freehand... amazing.

Finally it was Lee’s turn. He was having the largest piece of the day: a hannya mask with the
tattoo museum symbol of a tebori tool in its mouth. We watched for a while as Horiyoshi began
the outline. As this was going to take a while Crystal took the rest of us to the tattoo museum for
an hour. When we returned, Lee’s piece was finished and looked outstanding. We were then
treated to watching Horiyoshi sign and draw in our books. We also exchanged gifts with him
before it was time to leave.

12th October
Free day today.

13th October
We started the day with a visit to the
Kawanabe Kyosai Memorial Museum. 
Kyosai was a great 19th century artist and 
the collection of work in the museum is
curated by his great-granddaughter.

After a brief lunch we then set off to meet
tattoo artist Horiren and her crew. When we
arrived at the rendezvous, we were all greeted
warmly before sitting down to a presentation
from Horiren to highlight the effects of the
tsunami in 2011, which are still very much
being felt. We were told of Horiren’s amazing
hands-on volunteer work and shown a short
film that she made. It featured some of places
she’d visited and assisted on her arduous trip.

She told of the paintings she had produced
afterwards. She had blessed them and then
presented them to the various places on her
journey. This included one she had painted on
a small door that was the only remaining part
of a shrine that had been washed away. She has
also recreated a tiger mask and costume for
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one village whose original was destroyed, in
the hope that this would encourage them to
continue with their festival.

After listening to this poignant description of
suffering experienced in the aftermath of the
tsunami, to our great surprise we were invited
to a local flag maker’s studio. There two large
flags had been produced to send to areas
deeply affected by the disaster. We were
allowed to paint our own tributes on the flags.
Upon completion we all marched the flags
through the town to Horiren’s local temple,
where we and the flags were blessed in a rare,
intimate service. A very humbling and
privileged experience.

After the service, it was back to business and
off to Horiren’s studio where one of the group
was to be tattooed in the traditional tebori
style.

14th October
Way too tired today... brief entry only, sorry.
The day started with a visit to the Meiji shrine
and then to Yoyogi park where we saw the 50s
rockabilly kids dancing in the square.

The Cherry Blossom crew then had to cut out
early and leave the rest of the tour to head off
to Horitoshi’s studio in Ikebukuro, where two
of us were being tattooed by hand, tebori style.

Our appointments weren’t until 9pm so, by the
time we’d been met by Horitoshi at the train
station, taken the short walk to the studio, both
got tattooed, and then headed back to the hotel
by taxi... it was 3am. A long night and the
latest I’ve ever been tattooed, but it was was
well worth it for the finished result and the
experience.

15th October
Today started at a more civilised hour, 10am.
We took a 45 minute train ride to Mount
Takao, which is strongly associated with
tengu, long-nosed creatures from Japanese
folklore. Once there we rode the funicular train
to its highest point, followed by a short walk to
the summit. Dotted all around there were
temples, shrines and statues. 

16th October
Visit to the hillside Toshogu shrine in Nikko.
Some beautiful temples and shrines in a
stunning wooded setting. These shrines
featured a lot of dragons and rarely-used
elephant deities – a lot of good tattooing
reference to be found here. Fortunately for us
today marked the start of autumn and, as part
of the festival, we were treated to a display of
horseback archery which was very fast and
skilful. The rest of the day in Nikko was spent
wandering the shrines and temples at leisure,
before browsing the shops and antique stalls
on the way back down the hill. En-route we
stopped in at one of the two studios where they
perform the ‘one brush dragon painting’, an
amazing art technique. 

17th October
On the menu tonight was an all-you-can-eat-
and-drink drawing session with Tamaki Sakura
as the life model. The first couple of hours
were some simple geisha poses in an informal
kimono outfit; the remainder of the session
however was an amazing demonstration of
kinbaku or shibari rope bondage, again with
Tamaki as the model. She was at the mercy of
a very experienced practitioner of the art and
we were treated to a number of poses and
tying styles, all of which made for some great
future reference. Hats off to Tamaki for her
grace and endurance during the session. 

18th October
Last day in Japan, just a chilled one.

Verdict
We met some cool people, visited some cool
places, bought some cool stuff, got tattooed...
enough said! Try it yourself. For more
information about the tours, visit
www.gominekobooks.com/tours or email
Crystal at info@gominekobooks.com
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M
any tattoo fans in the West love traditional

Japanese tattoos, but this attraction can work

the other way around too, with tattoo artists

in Japan falling under the influence of Western styles.

Washun of Last Gate Tattoo in Tokyo is one such

artist, who has moved beyond the boundaries of his

own culture and now revels in creating tattoos that

blend together styles such as bio-mechanic and realism,

amongst many others. 

His work defies classification: obvious influences include the American masters of bio-

mechanical art Guy Aitchison and Aaron Cain, but Washun works extremely hard to

avoid the cliché of being just another Asian copycat tattooist. His work does contain

the traditional imagery that his Japanese fans admire, but he also brings in new

elements and unique ideas: realistic skulls in bright colours are intertwined with

metal tubing spitting blood everywhere; eerily life-like eyeballs swim in a sea of

unnaturally luminous water; human bones glow with a radioactive shine as if they

were the remains of a nuclear meltdown. Washun is also happy to mix genres

together to create interesting juxtapositions: a skull decorated with a traditional

Japanese snake or pierced by an old school dagger, perhaps.  

Washun was born in the city of Ibaraki. He comes from a modest background and

had only basic schooling. As a teenager he had few options for the future, and one of

these options might well have been to join the yakuza. However, he chose not to

pursue the gangster life, even though many of his peers did go down that path.
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Interview by Travellin’ Mick 

Photos by Washun

Washun became interested in tattoo quite early on in life. Several of his older friends

had acquired tattoos when they were young. Ibaraki is an area known for its religious

festivals and it was quite normal for people to have traditional wabori designs done

during festival time. Also, this was the 1990s when Western ‘one point’ tattoos were

becoming popular in Japan. So the inevitable happened and Washun developed a

passion for tattoos; this quickly turned into the desire to become a tattoo artist. The

catch was that choosing this career steered him in the very direction he had tried to

avoid in the first place – mixing with yakuza. But if he wanted to tattoo, he didn’t have

much choice and soon joined a traditional tattooing family in Kanagawa to start his

apprenticeship; a difficult path that meant two years of long commutes and all the

discomfort and hard work that a traditional apprenticeship in Japan entails.
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After finishing his basic training, Washun

continued to learn on the job at several shops

in Ibaraki and Tokyo, polishing his drawing

skills in his scarce free time until he finally felt

ready to open his own studio, Last Gate

Tattoo, about four years ago. In doing this, he

irrevocably broke with the tradition of the

wabori, the ancient tattoo iconography of

Japan. Its strict rules were simply too limiting

for his creativity: “I never understood why my

tattoos had to be exactly the same as my

master’s! There had to be another way.

Besides, during my apprenticeship in some of

the family’s shops, my clients tended to be

95% yakuza. After a while I felt like I was

simply becoming their tool, being completely

at their beck and call. It was really difficult to

break away from this environment, as many of

them were actually my sempai, my older

friends from home. These were people to

whom I had to be loyal; it’s a deep obligation

in our society.”
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On top of all this, Washun couldn’t help but feel that he was missing out on something much

bigger. On the way to the studio, he would often look through imported tattoo magazines,

and what he saw increased his frustration: these Americans, Guy Aitchison and Aaron Cain,

had created their own universe with their colourful spirals, whirls and vortexes, a world

where nature and technology blended into something formerly unknown to him. How could

he bridge the gap between his work and the creative world of these artists? He needed to

throw off whatever restrictions were holding him back.  

When one looks at Washun’s portfolio

nowadays, one quickly realises that he didn’t

turn his back on Japanese iconography

entirely. He has skilfully preserved the natural

elegance of wabori designs, which help create

harmony with the musculature of the body.

But then he uses spiky stalagmite-like

structures that seem to jump right out of a

pre-historic cave to grasp muscles and skin in

their sharp claws. The crucial difference is the

depth of his images, which visually penetrate

the body to amalgamate with it under the

skin.

Achieving “harmony through contrast” is

Washun’s philosophy, perfectly executed in the

fine tattooing techniques which he has honed

through years of observation and practice. His

preparatory work is also meticulous: he will

spend countless hours studying nature to

perfect his tattooed representations of it;

watching the movement of leaves on the

trees, the seemingly random patterns on bark

and soil or the play of clouds in the sky. He

experiments with painting and drawing styles

using pencil, pastels and acrylic, shaping tiny

clay sculptures and utilising computer

software to increase his understanding of

three dimensional forms. Washun likes to

combine realistic elements into his bio-

mechanic compositions, but he doesn’t see

this as his final goal; for him it’s merely an

interesting step on a ladder he keeps on

climbing. 
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Last Gate Tattoo’s location is typical of

Japanese tattoo studios, hidden away in a

commercial building but near to a busy train

station which makes it easy for clients to get

there. Working alongside Washun are Yomi and

Ken, who are (at least in theory) on a level

with the boss: “For the time being I have

decided against having students. I suffered a lot

mentally when I was an apprentice and I don’t

really want to impose that loss of freedom on

anyone. Unfortunately, this does mean that I

have to clean up my own work station! Ha

ha!”
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Ever since its inception, Washun has been a staunch supporter of the

King of Tattoo, Japan’s only real tattoo convention. Despite his old

teacher actually forbidding him from contacting other tattooists, he is

now a regular visitor to the event and is determined to communicate

with other artists as much as possible: “I would never prevent anyone

from attending a convention, but I wouldn’t force anyone to go either.

It just seems natural to me that artists get together, admire each

others’ work and exchange knowledge.”

Perhaps surprisingly for such a progressive artist, Washun has had

hardly any contact with Western colleagues up to now. This isn’t

because he doesn’t want to – he is very keen to make new friends in

the West – but his lack of English language skills makes it difficult. A

recent trip to Los Angeles was his first venture outside Japan and it

was a real culture shock. He was amazed to see so many tattoo

studios on main city streets, and neighbourhoods where it’s easier to

find a tattoo shop than a convenience store. Things that would still be

unthinkable in Japan. 

Although initially quite reluctant to leave behind his family, shop, staff

and faithful clientele, Washun has now found the courage and

determination to do some more travelling. His first trip to Europe will

include convention appearances and guest spots in Berlin and Vienna.

The world is his oyster and we’ll no doubt be seeing and hearing a lot

more about this innovative artist in the future.

Last Gate Tattoo 

Hamanaka Building Sasazuka 7F, 2-7-10 

Sasazuka

Shibuya-ku

Tokyo

Japan

Tel: +81 (0)3 5352 8976 

Website: www.facebook.com/washun.lastgate

Email: lastgatetattoo@gmail.com
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Showcasingsomeoftheworld'sbestt
attoos

GALLERY
PLUSREALISM

HEROES & VILLAINS

ROCK N ROLL

MODERN CLASSIC
SLEEVES



jak connolly, ink studios

debbie jones, nocturnal tattoo

guil zekri, reinkarnation tattoo (germany)realism



kamil, kamil tattoo

mirek vel stotker, stotker tattoo

mike de vries, md tattoo (usa)



károly godó, tatort tattoo (germany)

aliz, private tattoo

pavel angel, angel tattoo (russia)

jordan croke, second skin



dom, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo

johnny gage, flaming art tattoo

dan banas, bananas tattoo

radu rusu, art and soul



cecil porter, cecil porter art (usa)

lewis mckechnie, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo

scott owen, great western tattoo club

heroes & villains

kevin paul, kevin paul tattoo
jamie mac, couleys tattoos



prizeman, eternal art

rachel helmich, maui tattoo company (usa)

josh peacock, legacy ink

fabian langes, clockwork tattoos (italy) 

pawel lewicki, skin city tattoo (ireland)



pedro monteiro, tattoo heroes kirt silver,

silver city tattoos (canada)

pontus jonsson, alternative art (sweden)

rock n roll



electric linda, attitude tattoo (norway)

gordon patterson, inkwell

glenn blackburn, edshead tattoo

pawel stroinski, kamil tattoo



dan banas, bananas tattoo paul talbot, custom colour

ben davies, 

madam butterfly’s tattoo parlour

holly azzara, always and forever tattoo (usa)



dan arietti, black sails
bez, triplesix tattoo

mike cann, folk city tattoo (usa)

mark redman, hype studiosmichael kozlenko, kipod tattoo (israel)



mauro tampieri, skinwear tattoo (italy)

amy savage,

jayne doe tattoo jonas, crooked moon (sweden)

diogo (xico) melo, forevermore tattoo

modern classic



jack gallowtree, hell to pay

deno, circus tattoo (spain)

sarah carter, frith street tattoo

scott owen, great western tattoo club



paul slifer, red hot and blue

tanya buxton (on the road)
peter klegues, sacred art

gemma osbourne, phat robot



jim gray, set sail tattoo

brian foster, inkaholics tattoo (usa)

adam caudill, northern soul tattoo

david swambo, 
physical graffiti



calle, king carlos (sweden)

sleeves
toni moore, broad street tattoo



kamil, kamil tattoo

kamil, kamil tattoo

jondix, holy trauma (spain)
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darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)



greg orie, dragon tattoo (holland)

james woodford, into you
hayley hayes, self preservation custom tattoo



lianne moule, immortal ink tattoo

liorcifer, infernum tattoo (usa)

brandon heffron, beloved studios (usa)



marco galdo, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

søren granhof schjøtt, lowkey tattoo (denmark)



michele turco, da cosa nasce cosa (italy)

darren wright, lost medusa tattoo

andy engle,  andy’s tattoo (germany) 
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alberta bound
tattoo & arts festi   val

Upon entering our safe haven of the huge hall

that convention organiser Steve Peace has

beautifully arranged, the professionalism and

attention to detail is immediately apparent.

Numerous doors lead attendees into a large

open area at the front of the hall, which allows

the crowd to spread out into the exciting

maze of buzzing stalls. Extremely wide

walkways mean that even at the busiest of

times, this convention never feels crammed

and, with around 8,000 people calling the hall

home for the weekend, that’s no mean feat.

Free ink and supplies keep the artists very

happy, and regularly spaced cleaning stations

for fresh tattoos keep the clients happy and

the bathroom sinks nice and clean. It’s obvious

that the Calgary convention is a well-oiled

machine by now, this being its ninth year (and

the seventh in this venue).

Calgary is located in the province of Alberta,

approximately 50 miles east of the Canadian

Rockies. With a population of about 1.2

million, it’s the fifth-largest city in Canada.

Perhaps it’s Calgary’s almost central location

in this colossal country, or the length of time

this convention has been running, or the slick

1.      by bj nigh, 

big ‘o’ tattoo (usa)

2. dan smith, 

high voltage tattoo 

tattooing ray holroyd, 

total tattoo magazine 

3. by adrian kalyn, 

capital tattoo (canada)

4. christina christie, 

black rabbit tattoo 

(canada)

The atmosphere is electrifyingly intense as you arrive at

Calgary’s Stampede Park, home to Canada’s cowboys as well

as the legendary Alberta Bound Tattoo & Arts Festival. Girls

screaming uncontrollably, camera crews scurrying, even

helicopters circling overhead, all make for the most surreal of

scenarios. However, a closer inspection reveals that teenage

heart throb Justin Bieber is in fact performing at the Park’s

arena, right next door to where the equally excited yet far

more civilized tattoo folk can be found streaming into the

tattoo convention.

1. 2.

3. 4.

Report by Ray Holroyd • Photos by Hayley Holroyd
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organisation behind the show – probably a

combination of all of these factors – but this

convention seems to be the one that all

Canadian tattooists and collectors look

forward to.

The mid-October snow has melted, the sun is

shining, and with an artist list that’ll make even

the hardest-to-please tattoo enthusiast

salivate, this is a perfect weekend whichever

way you look at it. From the high-profile

artists like Dan Smith (LA Ink) and Megan

Massacre (NY Ink), to the East Coast talents

like Jay Marceau, Maïka Houde and Dan Pagé,

to their West Coast counterparts like the

Black Rabbit crew, Tyler Charles, and many

more, if you’re after some work here, the sky

is not even the limit. Alberta artists are out in

full force as well, including local legends Derek

Turcotte, Monty Ricken, and the Bombshell

ladies. American friends Nick Chaboya, Joe

Capobianco, Jime Litwalk and Liz Cook are

also in attendance, as are their European

colleagues like David Corden from the UK

and Randy Engelhard from Germany. Even

traditional Polynesian tattooist Tautu from

Tahiti and traditional Japanese tattooist

Ryugen from Tokyo have made it over.

With the fascinating, much-needed and long

overdue presentation ‘Beyond The Ink’ by the

knowledgeable Kris Richter, light bulb

moments are going on left, right and centre in

the captivated audience. Kris spent nine

months interviewing tattooists across the

States and Canada in order to gather their

opinions and advice on what people wanting

to get tattooed should know. She then

compiled this information into nine categories

covering everything that artists might want

their potential clients to think about before

getting tattooed. Kris now spends her time

touring North America and sharing these

pearls of wisdom with anyone and everyone

willing to listen, and there are a lot of them

here this weekend.

The adult-only night on Friday boasts an

impressive array of live entertainment in the

way of a burlesque performance from pin-up

model Masuimi Max, an aerial display from

5. 6.

7.
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5. by derek turcotte, 

perfect image (canada)

6. by megan massacre, 

wooster street social club (usa)

7. by jesse shearman, 

red9ine tattoo (canada)

8. by jime litwalk,

club tattoo (usa)

9.  by monty ricken,

monsters’ ink (canada)

10. by joe capobianco,

hope gallery tattoo (usa)

11. nick chaboya,

seventh son tattoo (usa)

12. by dan smith,

high voltage tattoo (usa)

13. by nick chaboya,

seventh son tattoo (usa)

8. 9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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14. by steve moore, 

nanaimo (canada)

15. by monty ricken,

monsters’ ink (canada)

16. by tony sklepic, 

atomic zombie tattoo (canada)

17. convention awards

18. by jay marceau,

d-markation tattoo (canada)

Madeleine Horn, a contortion act from Visha Loo,

a fire dance from SaFire, and a sideshow from

Carisa Hendrix. Saturday hosts the annual tattoo

challenge that sees artists competing to tattoo the

best Autumn-themed piece, with Jesse Shearman

of Red9ine Tattoo Company (Toronto, Canada)

taking home the prize, while Sunday brings all the

expected tattoo contests in the usual categories.

With after-show parties featuring Canadian

heavyweights Fucked Up as well as a handful of

other bands, not a single soul loses even one

minute of their time to boredom over the entire

weekend.

2013 will be the 10th anniversary of this great

show, and Steve Peace is promising even greater

things for the weekend of 18th-20th October.

Many artists who’ve worked the show over the

last nine years will be returning and many new

international guests are close to being confirmed.

Everything will be announced on the website at

www.calgarytattoos.com. Apparently there are

also some elusive tattooists that Steve has tried to

book in the past who may finally come through

this time. And, with even more entertainment

planned for the Saturday and Sunday nights, as well

as more vendor booths, and a row of live painting

to showcase the tattoo artists’ other talents, this

year’s convention could end up being the mother

of all Canadian tattoo conventions. Steve

concludes, “The Calgary 10-year anniversary show

will be like this year... just on steroids!”

14. 15.

17.

16.

18.
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Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Mike Wall, Cult Classic Tattoo 
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to :
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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While January’s ice and snow were holding the rest of the

northern hemisphere in their wintery grip, Asian tattoo

fans were rocking out at the Party in Paradise, the first

tattoo convention to be held in Cebu City, the Philippines.

The event was organised by American studio Lost Sailor

Tattoo and hosted a fantastic line-up of world famous

artists as well as up-and-coming young talent. The fact

that not everything worked out perfectly at the first

attempt didn’t hamper the party spirit that surrounded

this new event! 

Conventions in unusual locations, particularly in Asia, are often notoriously difficult to pull

off. The high expectations of European and American artists travelling in from a great

distance are often met with low local purchasing power, prejudiced and sometimes

corrupt authorities and, last but not least, an entirely different tattoo culture.

Misunderstandings sometimes occur and the organisers – in this case US-Philippino

couple Greg and Blodwyn from Lost Sailor Tattoo – faced almost insurmountable

challenges. Against the odds, the determined pair soldiered on with the Herculean task of

putting on the first truly international tattoo convention in the Philippines.

82 Total Tattoo Magazine

party in
paradise
tattoo expo

Report & photos by Travellin’ Mick

1.

2.

4. 5.

3.

1&2. by eric huang, 
royal skin art (taiwan) 

3. by joey vox, 
moonshine tattoo (philippines)

4. by edu ruidera, 
cherrybomb tattoo (usa)

5. by trevor collis, iron age tattoo (usa)
6. by daniel torres, 

juan love tattoo (philippines)
7. by ben randy, 

tattoo planet (philippines)
8. traditional philippine tattoo tools
9. by eric huang, 

royal skin art (taiwan)



Cebu City is a somewhat less-than-paradise-like metropolis but it did have its

advantages as a convention location: Greg and Blodwyn have family ties in the area

(always a plus in Asia) and it is a large urban area that doesn’t suffer from the

unbearable traffic gridlock that keeps the capital Manila at a standstill for much of the

day. Cebu’s international airport and reasonable quality hotels also allowed visitors to

the convention not to feel too far removed from western comforts. 

It has to be said that there were a few glitches at the Party in Paradise, even though

the organisers had planned the event literally for years: a hotel that mysteriously ‘lost’

paid-for reservations; hygiene standards that needed stricter enforcement; financial

misunderstandings; and several last minute changes to staffing, scheduling and technical

arrangements … but, despite all this, the convention certainly wasn’t a disaster! 

It was interesting that all the artists were there by invitation. Roughly half of the

booths were occupied by tattooists from outside Asia, with a few celebrity guests

among them. Lyle Tuttle, a veritable tattoo legend and now well into his 80s, was not

deterred by the long journey and spread his still youthful charms in the Philippines.

Another charismatic guest was Kate Hellenbrand. Under her moniker Shanghai Kate,

this tattoo dynamo is spreading her positive energy across the globe at the moment

and proving that more than 40 years in the business have not left her longing for

retirement just yet. She held a widely acclaimed seminar in Cebu, explaining the often-

misunderstood role of female artists in tattoo history. Her good friend Judy Parker,

with more than 35 years of tattooing under her belt as well, came in from San Diego.

In the 1980s she played a pivotal role in establishing realistic tattooing in the USA and

remains an influential artist to this day. 
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6. 7.

8.

9.
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10. 11.

12. 13. 14.

10. by li chien-chen, mo jiang tattoo (taiwan)
11. by joe, joe ink (taiwan)
12. by pents clemente, pents tattoo (philippines)
13. by carlo gabiana, crols tattoo (philippines) 
14. by ding fernadez, skin graphics tattoo (philipines) 
15. by diau farn (taiwan) 
16. by red tiger tattoo (philippines) 
17. by daniel torres, juan love tattoo (philippines)



There were plenty of other international guests at the convention – too

many to mention them all – and the vast majority didn’t only book a

booth at the event, but also a ten-day package tour around the island on a

bus, in order to enjoy this tropical paradise to the max. The Party

certainly lived up to its name, with plenty of crazy goings-on all week (not

that your correspondent was there to witness any of it, of course!), with

tales of racing hijacked motorcycle trikes and all-night karaoke sessions

topping the list. This is not surprising when beers are a dollar a pop and

there is no ‘last orders’! But, despite the debauchery, almost everybody

made the shuttle bus at 9 or 10am to go back to the over-sized

International Convention Centre to be at their booth in time to await

their customers.

Unfortunately the crowds weren’t huge and many visitors came just to

look around, rock out to the excellent bands or get ink from the

Philippino artists who they were already familiar with, rather than the

overseas tattooists. There were plenty of established Philippino tattooists

as well as younger talents who brought along their choice pieces to Cebu

or worked on meticulously prepared projects in order to improve their

chances with the international judging panel. 

The Philippino scene is mostly about colour tattoos. Artists like Dyani

Lao from Quezon, Jaime Tud from Manila, Ding Fernandez of Skin

Graphics Tattoo, Edu Rudeira or Cris Palacio of Shadow Ink use all the

colours of the rainbow in their tattoos. Others like Russel Racho of

Russel Ink or the excellent newcomer Pents Clemente from Pents Tattoo

really know how to create imaginative yet life-like tattoos. The real

discovery though, the one name that kept popping up all weekend, was

definitely Joel Rocafort, aka J-Roc from Cherrybomb Tattoo in the

Philippino capital Manila. His ethnographic portraits and colourful realistic

wildlife images were executed with a technical skill that wowed the whole

crowd. J-Roc is certainly someone we’ll be hearing more about in the

future. 

One thing that many people on the global tattoo scene aren’t really aware

of is that the Philippines have an ancient tattoo tradition. On Saturday

night the heavily tattooed band Kadangyan blasted their tribal rock into

the convention hall. They performed a song called ‘Las Islas dos Pintados’

– ‘The Islands of the Tattooed’ – which tells the story of the first name

the Spanish conquerors gave to these remote islands, because so many of

the natives were covered from head to toe with tattoos.

Nowadays traditional tattoos can only be seen in the highlands of Luzon,

where the few remaining Kalinga headhunters are living out their last

days. Even as those traditions seem to be dying out, a small but growing

group of young men are trying to revive this ancient culture (the

tattooing, not the headhunting). At some tattoo conventions in America,

and now the Philippines themselves, you will see people covered with

Kalinga style tattoos. This alone – the revival of a tattoo history that goes

back hundreds of years – makes it worth making the effort to organise

tattoo events there.

15.

16.

17.
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18. 19.

20. 21.

18-21. by joel rocafort, cherrybomb tattoo (philippines)
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When I think of modern progressive tattooing, one country

springs to mind as consistently bringing a unique style to the

rest of the world… Poland. There is no doubt that the artists

who have come out of this one nation over the past decade

have changed our perception of tattoos, but it was not always

this way. Until fairly recently Eastern European tattooing was

dominated by the secret language of the prison tattoo which

was primitive, basic and light years away from the standard of

excellence we have become accustomed to from the region’s

tattooists.

Interview by James Sandercock 

Photos by Kali

One such artist who has developed through

this transitional decade is Kris Wlodarski –

better known as Kali – and, like many of his

peers, he has made the cultural leap across

Europe and brought his dark inspirations to

the UK. Back in 1994 when tattooing first

came to his attention, he began by drawing

tattoo designs for friends. However, so many

of their tattoos were poorly executed that

Kali saw a demand for higher quality tattooing

and felt he could do a better job than the

artists his friends were using.

“The tattoo scene in Poland only really

started to develop in the early 1990s. Before

that we were more or less a Communist

state. Private enterprise was not allowed, let

alone something like tattooing, which went

against the official ideology.” As you might

imagine, getting hold of any hardware to start

tattooing was almost impossible so Kali’s first

machine wasn’t that far off what was being

used in prisons. “I created my own machine

from a pen, the motor from a Walkman and a

guitar string. Obviously the effects were

disastrous, so I quickly abandoned the whole

idea of tattooing.” He was still designing

tattoos for friends but, without proper

equipment, there was no way he could
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produce the standard of work that he felt was acceptable. He only

knew of one seller of tattoo equipment in Poland at the time and it

didn’t come cheap. Eventually though, with the help of a friend, Kali

raised the funds he needed to buy some equipment. The year was 1999.

From that point he knew he had to take tattooing more seriously.

Kali’s early drawings and tattoos were very much influenced by the

music scene. He explained, “Most of my friends were metal-heads and

they wanted demons and skulls, so I was obviously inspired by the

artwork on record covers. There were no Polish tattoo magazines back

then. I could occasionally get hold of German magazines but that was
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very rare. The scene in Poland during that

period was terrible: people were trying to

teach themselves to tattoo but nobody really

knew how. Everybody was experimenting.

There was no other way for us to learn but by

trial and error. When I look back, the work

was so basic, just trying to get simple things

right and with no real artistic element to it.”

I wondered if that period of learning and

experimentation was the reason for the very

definite style that developed in Kali’s home

country. Without traditional apprenticeships

and free from outside influences, Polish

tattooing had a chance to develop more freely,

rather than mimicking what had gone before

or what was being done elsewhere. Kali

agreed: “Absolutely. In the UK you have a great

tradition of tattooing and have had many years

to develop your love for the traditional style.

In Poland we were searching for something

new. I think we were fascinated by being able

to transfer something like a portrait onto skin.

In Eastern Europe in general at that point the
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people who were into tattoos were from artistic backgrounds not from, say, biker gangs; we

were not artistically or mentally attached to any tradition. We were attracted to a very

imaginative, illustrative style.”

The challenge was always going to be exporting that new way of thinking to the established

tattoo world. There was no way of knowing if it was going to be embraced; things which are

new and very different are not always accepted with open arms. So Kali’s move to the UK

was bound to present challenges: “When I first arrived in England I was surprised that people

had such different views on what a tattoo was. I was never really interested in the traditional

style but it seemed like people just went for it without thinking twice and that was difficult

for me to understand. I always thought people should push themselves forward into new

territories, discovering things, expressing individuality.” Remaining true to himself and his style

was incredibly important to Kali. It seems strange now to think that this was ever an issue,

but it was very real for him at that point. However (as tattooed on many a knuckle), ‘Stay

true’ was his mantra. And he did exactly that.

Without a doubt, Kali’s signature style is his black and grey bio-mechanical work. When you

look at his designs, it’s clear that he understands the fine balance between complexity and

simplicity. This style gives him a freedom within the creative process that perhaps other

genres of tattooing don’t allow. “When people come to me they tend to give me a vague idea

of what they might like, and the area that they want covered, then I generally do what I want.

My clients really trust me.” Most of Kali’s work is freehand and a few lines are enough of a

framework to start the process. The customer

really has no idea of exactly what they will end

up with. “Sometimes people come in with

sketches or pictures, which is OK, but I don’t

really like it when somebody is trying to push

too many ideas. I like to have the freedom to

do what I want and let the tattoo develop.

When I start, I know more or less how it will

look when it’s finished but I really create it

during in the process. I may take ideas from

my sketches but I never just take an entire

drawing and put it on the skin. It’s the magic of

the moment.” He smiles wryly.
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Kali has already published a sketchbook

[available from www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk]

and has a second volume on the way. The

production of these books has played a big

role in how his work has developed. “They

have helped me evolve my visual language and

look at my work in a more global context.

When I started drawing for the first book, the

change from the early sketches to the final

ones was huge; I could see I had taken a vast

step forward. When I compared the first and

the fiftieth sketch I was like ‘Wow!’ I didn’t

really think anybody would be interested in

my doodles but lots of people have bought the

book and taken inspiration from it. Some

people have copied the designs from the page

onto the skin and some have used them to

help create their own design. It’s not up to me

what people are going to do with them. These

are just things that came out of my head. If

people like them, then I’m happy.”
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Black and grey work can be very dramatic and the

strength of that monochromatic world lends itself

to Kali’s style perfectly, but is it inevitable that

colour will be the next stage of development?  “I

don’t know. Perhaps. I would like it to be. I’m

attempting to do bio-mechanical paintings with

acrylics and oils at the moment. That’s opening

new doors, so hopefully I can move in that

direction. Even when I use colour though I like to

see the palette reduced. When it looks like a

rainbow, it’s just too much! Bio-mechanical has

something dark about it; too many candy colours

and it loses its grim atmosphere. In general I find

inspiration and interest in the dark and the

twisted.”

Like so many artists who are drawn to the bio-

mechanical imagery, Kali was hugely influenced in

his early years by the work of Swiss artist H. R.

Giger, but the Polish fascination with the darker

side of life has manifested itself through its own

artists too. Less well known than Giger but still

massively influential to Kali’s generation is Polish

artist Zdzisław Beksiński (1929 – 2005) whose

finely detailed, ethereal but nightmarish imagery

has inspired many Polish tattoo artists. More

recently Kali has been studying the world of

fractals and incorporating the idea of repetitive

patterns into his work. “Bio-mech looks abstract:

you can’t really say what it is but at the same time

you can see shapes. You can’t pin them down but

they are out there in nature. I see this in fractals

and the way they unfold themselves into infinity. I

use a program called Mandelbulb that generates

three-dimensional fractals which just blow me

away. The possibilities are endless.”

As well as tattooing, Kali also paints and he sees

this as an equally important creative avenue. His

paintings are still on the dark side but they come

from a very different, perhaps slightly freer place

than his tattoos. “I think it’s important to have

another outlet. Although my tattoos are creative

and I can do what I want, it can still be limiting. I

feel I have something else to say which it’s not

possible to express through that medium. My

painting is something that is important to me, and

it doesn’t overlap with my tattoo work. I have so

many different ideas about this world and I need a

medium in which to express them. Painting allows

me to do that. I can lose myself in it in a way that I

never can within tattooing.” Kali has exhibited his

artwork in many countries but, while he has made

in-roads into this fiercely competitive market, he

freely admits that the art world doesn’t welcome

the tattoo artist with open arms.

The compulsion to create is clearly something

that drives Kali forward. His desire to push ideas

and constantly challenge himself makes him a

fascinating artist to talk to and he is definitely one

to watch in the future as his work develops and

he explores the recesses of his mind.

Kali’s website

www.kalitattoo.com
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To find your nearest stockist, simply e-mail your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk and we’ll let

you know who sells it in your area.

Alternatively you can subscribe and save money on the

cover price. Call free to our subscription hotline on

0800 917 8794 or visit our website at

www.totaltattoo.co.uk to find out how.

If you have a tattoo studio you can sell Total Tattoo

magazine on a sale or return basis. If you would like to

find our more about this unique service, simply e-mail

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and we will send you the

details.
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What makes you happy?

Good friends and great customers.

What makes you angry?

Customers who are dicks.

What was the last book you read?

Does ‘Hustler’ count?

What was the last movie you saw?

Prometheus. What a load of crap that was.

What pets do you have?

My boxer dog Smudge, three cats and a pond

full of koi.

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth?

A whale so it would last a long time.

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

A holiday as I haven’t had one in eleven years.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life?

Fat Bastard from the Austin Powers films.

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

The Punk and the Godfather by The Who.

What would your super power be?

To last longer than ten seconds!

What achievement are you most

proud of?

Doing my art.

What is your biggest regret?

Not doing my art earlier in my life.

What keeps you awake at night?

Nothing. I sleep like a brick.

What is your favorite tattoo that

you have done and why?

Terry’s pin-up as I don’t get to do these often

enough.

What is the best lesson life has

taught you?

Don’t believe the bullshit that people tell you.

How would you like to be

remembered?

Who was he?

Finish this sentence:

Gary is… always chasing his ass.

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Gary ‘Scootz’ Moxom
Phat Robot Tattoo Studio

Next Month 
Ade

Nine Tattoo

Get your own Total Tattoo Mug from
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
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